Driving with Homonymous Visual Field Defects: Driving Performance and Compensatory Gaze Movements
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Aim of this pilot study was to assess the driving performance and its relationship to the visual search behavior, i.e., eye and head movements, of patients with homonymous visual field defects (HVFDs) in comparison to healthy-sighted subjects during a simulated driving test. Eight HVFD patients and six healthy-sighted age- and gender-matched control subjects underwent a 40-minute driving test with nine hazardous situations. Eye and head movements were recorded during the drive. Four out of eight patients passed the driving test and showed a driving performance similar to that of the control group. One control group subject failed the test. Patients who passed the test showed an increased number of head and eye movements. Patients who failed the test showed a rightwards-bias in average lane position, probably in an attempt to maximize the safety margin to oncoming traffic. Our study supports the hypothesis that a considerable subgroup of subjects with HVFDs show a safe driving behavior, because they adapt their viewing behavior by increased visual scanning.
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Introduction

Driving fitness is assessed based on visual functions, such as the extent of the visual field, visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, and color vision. Based on these assessments, patients with homonymous visual field defects (HVFDs), i.e., visual field defects affecting corresponding areas on both eyes, are considered unsafe drivers. Therefore, HVFD patients are prohibited from driving in many countries (Casson & Racette, 2000; Silveira, Jolly, Heard, Clunas, & Kay, 2007; International Council of Ophthalmology, 2006).

Only few countries, i.e., the Netherlands, Belgium, the UK, Canada and parts of the U.S., offer an on-road driving test to keep the driving license despite the visual field loss. Homonymous visual field defects occur as a result of stroke, brain tumors, or traumatic brain injury. Their prevalence has been estimated at 0.8% in a population aged 49 and above (Gilhotra, Mitchell, Healey, Cumming, & Currie, 2002). More specifically, HVFDs are found in approximately 8% of stroke patients (Gilhotra et al., 2002) and 25% of traumatic brain injury patients (Van Stavern, Biousse, Lynn, Simon, & Newman, 2001; Bruce, Zhang, Kedar, Newman, & Biousse, 2006).

Driving fitness of subjects with HVFDs has been studied in different ways, e.g., by means of self-reported accidents, police charts, driving simulation, and on-road studies. The majority of studies have reported difficulties with lane keeping, unstable steering, and inadequate hazard detection (Tant, Brouwer, Cornelissen, & Kooijman, 2002; Wood et al., 2009; Szlyk, Brigell, & Seiple, 1993; Tant, Cornelissen, Kooijman, & Brouwer, 2002; Bowers, Mandel, Goldstein, & Peli, 2009, 2010). A general consensus is that there is a wide variation regarding the driving fitness of patients with...
HVFDs, with the percentage of patients judged fit-to-drive ranging between 17% (Tant, Brouwer, et al., 2002) and 73% (Wood et al., 2009). Hence, it was suggested that some patients are able to compensate for their visual impairment by means of eye and head movements towards collision-relevant objects (Wood et al., 2009; Papageorgiou, Hardiess, Mallot, & Schiefer, 2012; Racette & Casson, 2005; Kasneci, Sippel, Aehling, et al., 2014; Hamel et al., 2011).

The development of realistic driving simulators has shown that compensation for HVFDs is indeed possible by means of increased eye and head scanning towards collision-relevant objects (Papageorgiou, Hardiess, Mallot, & Schiefer, 2012; Bowers, Ananyev, Mandel, Goldstein, & Peli, 2014). Gaze compensation has also been confirmed under on-road conditions (Kasneci, Sippel, Aehling, et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2011). However, many studies did not report the correlation between the studied parameters and actual driving fitness (Bowers et al., 2009, 2014; Alberti, Peli, & Bowers, 2014), the simulation was not realistic enough to assess driving fitness (Papageorgiou, Hardiess, Mallot, & Schiefer, 2012), head and/or eye movements were analyzed from video footage (Kasneci, Sippel, Aehling, et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2011), or eye movements were not recorded (Bowers et al., 2014).

Aim of the present study was the investigation of driving fitness of HVFD patients and its relationship to visual scanning behavior under standardized conditions in one of the most advanced driving simulators worldwide. Driving fitness was assessed according to the requirements of the German driving test. In addition, we analyzed several driving-related performance parameters, such as lane keeping, steering stability, and speed. We hypothesized that (i) driving fitness and driving-related performance measures (e.g., speed, lane keeping ability) would be worse in subjects with HVFDs than in healthy-sighted subjects, (ii) HVFD patients with increased gaze movements would show a better driving performance and be rated as fit to drive more often, (iii) time since brain lesion would affect fitness to drive, and (iv) patients with HVFDs would show a tendency for higher collision rates with objects on the impaired side of the visual field.

Methods

Eight patients with HVFDs (three with right-sided and five with left-sided HVFDs; see demographic data and individual defect areas in Figure 1) were compared to six healthy-sighted age- and gender-matched control subjects. To each of the HVFD subjects, we assigned a control subject of the same gender and an age difference of at most 5 years. All participants were at least 18 years old, had best corrected monocular (near and distant) visual acuity of at least 20/25, and normal function and morphology of the anterior visual pathways.

Visual fields were assessed by means of binocular semi-automated 90° kinetic perimetry (SKP) obtained with the OCTOPUS 101 Perimeter (Fa. HAAG-STREIT, Koeniz, Switzerland). Only the stimulus III/4e (background luminance 10 cd/m², angular velocity 3°/sec) was used because this is the functionally relevant target typically used to define legal blindness and also the visual field extent in driving license forms in Germany.

Visual field results were evaluated by two experienced neuro-ophthalmologists. HVFDs included complete homonymous hemianopia (n=3), incomplete homonymous hemianopia (n=2), and incomplete homonymous quadrantanopia (n=3). Four patients had macular sparing. Patients with visual hemineglect, significant cognitive decline, or physical impairment, which could affect standard vehicle use, were excluded by means of neuropsychological testing including the Bells test, letter cancellation test, star cancellation test, and the mini-mental state examination (no cognitive impairment=24-30) (Vanier et al., 1990; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975). All patients had owned a driving license for years, but none of them met the legal criteria for driving according to the recommendations of the German Ophthalmological Society.

Patients were recruited from the department of Neuro-Ophthalmology at the University of Tübingen (Germany). The research study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Tübingen (Germany) and was performed according to the Declaration of Helsinki. Following verbal and written explanation of the experimental protocol, all subjects gave their written consent, with the option of withdrawing from the study at any time. All subjects received a travel expense allowance, covering costs for traveling, parking, and other costs related to their participation in the study.

An advanced moving-base driving simulator at the Mercedes-Benz Technology Center in Sindelfingen, Germany (Zeeb, 2010) (Figure 2) was used for this study. It provides a 360° virtual environment, contains a whole car body, and simulates acceleration effects, which enable a very realistic driving experience. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that combines a most realistic driving experience (since the subjects experience full inertial characteristics of an actual motor vehicle) with the advantage of being exposed to identical experimental settings. Nine hazardous situations occurred at predefined positions of the driving route (37.5 km length). Average completion time was 37 (±2) min. The speed limit varied between 100 km/h and 50 km/h, respectively.

In order to achieve a balance between a large number of hazardous situations, which is interesting for assessment of driving fitness, and a realistic driving test,
Gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age [yrs.]</th>
<th>Δt [yrs.]</th>
<th>Pathogenesis</th>
<th>Visual field defect (90° eccentricity, binocular, stimulus [full])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f 50</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ischaemic stroke (parieto-occipital area) Right incomplete superior quadrantanopia with macular sparing</td>
<td>![Image 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m 72</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ischaemic stroke posterior cerebral artery (PCA) Left incomplete homonymous hemianopia with macular sparing</td>
<td>![Image 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m 55</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Ischaemic stroke (occipital area) Right complete homonymous hemianopia with macular sparing</td>
<td>![Image 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m 48</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ischaemic stroke (occipital area) Left incomplete superior quadrantanopia</td>
<td>![Image 4]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Passed subjects (mean ± standard deviation)

56 ± 11 4 ± 4 Passed subjects (mean ± standard deviation)

Failed subjects (mean ± standard deviation)

m 38 7 Brain surgery Complete left homonymous hemianopia

f 48 10 Traumatic brain injury Left incomplete homonymous hemianopia with sparing of the peripheral visual field

f 41 16 Ischemia occipital Right homonymous hemianopia

f 63 8 Ischaemic stroke (temporo-parietal area) Left incomplete superior quadrantanopia with macular sparing

48 ± 11 10 ± 4 Failed subjects (mean ± standard deviation)

Figure 1. Demographic data and binocular visual fields for the HVFD patients. Δt denotes the time since brain lesion. Patients who failed the driving fitness test are shaded in gray.

Figure 2. Moving base driving simulator. The entire cabin is mounted on a hexapod, moving along the 12m rail resulting in up to 1g acceleration force. Virtual reality showing a pedestrian crossing the lane. Figures provided by Daimler AG.

the driving route consisted of two parts. The first part simulated a realistic driving scenario of 30.7 km distance with four hazardous situations, e.g., pedestrians suddenly appearing behind parked cars, or risky overtaking maneuvers of oncoming traffic. This part of the drive began with an introductory simple, straight road without oncoming traffic and gradually became more complex as it turned into an urban scenario, with denser traffic and more frequent traffic signs.

The second part of the drive (6.8 km distance) was more demanding and dense, since it involved five hazardous situations. A detailed description of the nine hazardous situations and their location on the driving route is presented in Table 1. Figure 2 shows an example of a hazardous situation, where a pedestrian is suddenly crossing the road from the right side. In order to prevent additional emotional stress, crashes were not simulated. Thus, even if the driver did not show a proper driving response, the hazardous situation was dissolved by the simulator (e.g., pedestrians leaped backwards or oncoming overtakers returned back into their lane).

Table 1
Hazard description and their location during the driving course.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location (km)</th>
<th>Hazard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>Pedestrian crossing from the left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>Overtaker on left curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>Overtaker on right curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>Pedestrian crossing from the right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>Swing-out from the right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>Crossing from left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>Crossing from right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>Pedestrian crossing from the right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>Pedestrian crossing from the left</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Under right-hand traffic conditions, hazardous objects approaching from the left side of the road would be visible earlier than objects from the right side, since they have to cross the left lane first. This would bias reaction times available for an adequate driving response. In order to avoid this effect, hazardous objects were hidden, e.g., behind parked vehicles or advertising pillars.

Eye movements were recorded by a mobile, head-mounted Dikablis eye-tracking system by Ergoneers GmbH Manching, Germany (Dikablis 1.0.9). It was worn over the participants’ habitual glasses. The eye tracker performs video recordings of the eye as well as the driving scene, as seen from a position between the subject’s eyes above the bridge of the nose. Both videos can be superimposed after a calibration procedure in order to visualize the gaze position on the driving scene (see supplementary materials for an example video). Several difficulties regarding pupil detection have been previously reported when employing the above eye tracker in outdoor environments (Fuhl, Santini, Kübler, & Kasneci, 2015; Fuhl, Kübler, Sippel, Rosenstiel, & Kasneci, 2015;
Kasneci, 2013). In (Kasneci, Sippel, Aehling, et al., 2014) for example, most of the recorded material had to be manually post-processed, since the tracker lost the pupil information due to changing illumination conditions and reflections on eye glasses. As in (Kübler et al., 2015), the controlled lighting conditions within the simulator environment allowed for good tracking even when glasses were worn. We employed a nine-point calibration procedure with the subject seated in the driver’s seat. Calibration targets were included in the projection of the virtual driving scene.

Head position and orientation was recorded by means of an optical laser-BIRD head-tracker (Ascension Technology Corporation, Burlington, USA). A sensor attached to a headband detects laser beams emitted from a scanner mounted over the passenger seat (with theoretical millimeter accuracy).

After the experiment, a certified driving instructor, who was masked to the participants medical status, evaluated the video material and rated the driving fit of the subjects as passed or failed according to the standard requirements of the official German driving test (Bundesministerium für Justiz und Verbraucherschutz (Federal Ministry for Justice and Consumer Protection), 2013). The same driving instructor rated all subjects and recorded reasons for failing the test as well as the situation that led to test failure where applicable.

Figure 3. Driving test result for each participant (rows) and each hazardous situation (columns). The last column shows the time each participant needed to complete the driving test. Arrows represent the direction from which the traffic hazard is approaching. Cases associated with a driving test failure are marked in black. Subjects are divided into the following subgroups: HC: control group, HR: HVFD patients with a right-sided visual field defect, HL: HVFD patients with a left-sided defect.

Due to missing data related to recordings of eye and head movements or early experiment abortion due to motion sickness, 118 (of theoretically 126 possible) hazardous situations were analyzed. The exact number of hazardous situations for each participant is shown in Figure 3. Although one control subject completed only the three first hazardous situations, the subject still drove about 25 km. One of the HL subjects had to quit the drive after the 7th hazardous situation due to motion sickness. Since both subjects drove a large part of the route, an extensive analysis of their driving and viewing behavior was possible. It is noteworthy here that even in motion-base simulators, where both visual and vestibular cues are delivered, the time span between onset of the visual or motor cues may be too long. Hence, sickness might still be experienced. It has not been investigated yet, whether patients with HVFDs experience altered levels of simulator sickness compared to control subjects. However, there is evidence that individuals who have difficulties with visuospatial tasks, such as HVFD patients, are more likely to experience simulator sickness (Parker & Harm, 1992). On the other hand, one might hypothesize that reduced optic flow in the visual system of patients with HVFD will result in a lower sickness rate. Due to the limited number of participants in the present study, neither of the two hypotheses can be confirmed by our data.

Eye-tracking calibration was accurate (within 5°) for about 20 minutes. Afterwards, 2/3 of the recordings required offline calibration adjustment due to displacement of the eye tracker. A Bayesian online clustering algorithm (Tafaj, Kasneci, Rosenstiel, & Bogdan, 2012; Kasneci, Kasneci, Kübler, & Rosenstiel, 2015; Tafaj, Kübler, Kasneci, Rosenstiel, & Bogdan, 2013) was employed to identify fixations and saccades in the eye-tracking signal. The parameters of the model were adapted to the individual viewing behavior during the introductory part of the course.

Since prior studies with HVFDs patients reported that HVFD patients have difficulties with lane keeping (Wood et al., 2009; Bowers et al., 2009, 2010), we analyzed the average lane position during the drive. Furthermore, according to the adaptive integrated driver vehicle interface project (Östlund et al., 2005), the time to line crossing (TLC) of second order (Van Wijnsum, Broekhuis, & de Waard, 2000) was calculated. TLC reflects the driver’s ability to keep the lane and corresponds to the time remaining until either lane boundary is crossed by any of the wheels, when speed and steering wheel angle are not changed. In addition, heart rate, and galvanic skin conductance were measured; the analysis of these parameters has been published elsewhere (Kübler et al., 2014). The statistical analysis of head movement metrics was performed based on a linear mixed effects model in GnuR using lme4 (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015), eye movement metrics were evaluated by Anova. We chose
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Figure 4. Head movements to the left/right. For each of the subject subgroups, the mean and standard deviation of the magnitude of head orientation change per second is shown. The individual measurements contributing to the mean are shown as crosses. Subjects are divided into the following subgroups: HC: control group, HR: HVFD patients with a right-sided visual field defect, HL: HVFD patients with a left-sided defect.

Figure 5. Horizontal eye distribution of the control group (HC), HVFD patients who passed the driving test (Hp) and HVFD patients who failed (Hf) the driving test.

Table 2 ANOVA results for the gaze parameters and driving speed. Reported are the experiment groups tested against each other, the degree of freedom (df) and value of the F-statistic and the resulting p-value. * marks significant results (level 0.05).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter tested</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F(df)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saccade length</td>
<td>Hp/Hf</td>
<td>3,12</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>0.049*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixation duration</td>
<td>HC/Hf</td>
<td>1,8</td>
<td>8.56</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HC/Hp</td>
<td>1,8</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixations/min</td>
<td>HC/Hf</td>
<td>1,8</td>
<td>9.55</td>
<td>0.015*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HC/Hp</td>
<td>1,8</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed driven</td>
<td>Hp/Hf</td>
<td>1,12</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HC/Hp</td>
<td>1,6</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a left-sided HVFD. There was no difference in the horizontal eye position distribution between patients who passed the driving test and the control group, Figure 5.

Saccadic length was significantly larger in patients who passed the driving test compared to those who failed (mean values 530 vs. 413, Table 2 and Figure 6). To compare the visual scanning behavior between the subject subgroups, we analyzed four additional parameters related to eye movements as shown in Figure 6: (i) average fixation duration in ms, (ii) the number of fixations per minute, (iii) the ratio between horizontal and vertical fixations, and (iv) the horizontal saccadic orientation, i.e., saccadic orientation relative to the x-axis.

The above analysis showed that patients who failed the driving test performed significantly more fixations per minute than control subjects who passed (mean values 397 ms vs. 408 ms). In contrast, the number of fixation per minute was similar between

Results

Fitness to drive

Four out of eight HVFD patients passed the driving assessment. One out of six control subjects failed. Figure 3 shows the driving assessment for each participant at each hazardous situation. Interestingly, there was no tendency for higher collision rates with vehicles on the blind side in the group of HVFD patients. Most subjects failed the driving test due to failure at the first situation, suggesting that they were unprepared for what was coming and drove more carefully afterwards. This may be the main reason for the lack of a side bias. Furthermore, no correlation was found between the mean time since brain lesion and driving fitness.

Gaze patterns

Head movements. Analysis of head movements over the whole drive showed that patients who passed the driving test performed significantly (Anova with Tukeys correction: p = 0.048) more head movements than patients who failed the driving test (Figure 4). On the other hand, patients who failed the driving test showed no increase in head movements compared to the control group (p = 0.601).

Eye movements. Patients who failed the driving test showed an average eye position bias to the right side of the road (Figure 5) even though most of them had
patients who passed and control subjects who passed (116 vs. 123). We found differences between the subject groups in terms of the horizontal-vertical saccade ratio and the average saccade orientation. These metrics capture the amount of horizontal scanning, a theoretically reasonable compensatory strategy for the HVFD. Furthermore, no correlation was found for compensatory saccades towards the visual field defect side.

Figure 6. Measures derived from eye tracking for the control group (HC), HVFD patients who passed the driving test (Hp) and HVFD patients who failed the driving test (Hf).

Driving performance measures

Lane position. The average lateral position of the vehicle on the lane is shown in Figure 7. The average lane position of control subjects was considered as reference, which in some cases deviated from the middle of the lane (curves and evasive driving). Our analysis revealed that HVFD patients who failed the driving test maintained a lane position to the right of the control group during curves and to a lesser extent on straight road segments.

Time to Line Crossing (TLC). Figure 8 presents the TLC for all participants. Regarding this parameter, which indicates the steering stability, there were no differences between patient and control groups. Further steering steadiness measures, such as lane position variance and steering reversals, did not reveal clear trends either and are therefore not depicted here.

Discussion

Prior on-road and simulator studies (Bowers et al., 2014; Alberti et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2011; Coeckelbergh, Brouwer, Cornelissen, Van Wolffelaar, & Kooijman, 2002) on the driving ability of subjects with binocular visual field loss have either reported the percentage of patients who were fit to drive without recording their eye and head movements, or evaluated various driving behaviors (e.g., hazard detection performance, lane keeping ability, steering steadiness) without linking them to a driving test outcome measure. In the above studies, patients with HVFDs were usually averaged as one group compared to normal subjects. However, as reported in a recent study by Kasneci et al. (Kasneci, Sippel, Aehling, et al., 2014), who investigated driving performance and visual search behavior during an on-road driving test, there is evidence for differences between patients who are fit to drive and patients showing unsafe driving behavior, regarding both visual exploration strategy and driving behavior. Hence, in the present study, we aimed at identifying the exploratory patterns and driving performance measures that are associated with successful driving performance in a simulated test. The study parameters were compared across healthy-sighted subjects, patients who passed, and patients who failed the test. Since our study was conducted in an advanced, moving-base driving simulator, we attempted to provide a realistic driving experience under standardized conditions. In addition, eye and head tracking allowed a robust analysis of the visual exploratory behavior.

Fitness to drive

When HVFD patients are analyzed as a group, they have more inadequate driving responses in hazardous situations compared to control subjects. However, when driving behavior is analyzed individually, half of the patients are rated as fit to drive. Prior simulator studies reported various results and the discrepancies found between them and the present study are mainly due to the different design of the simulator and stimuli, variable patient inclusion criteria, different study parameters, and number of patients. Some studies have reported higher success rates for HVFD patients in simulated environments, possibly due to the simplified design or lower visual and cognitive demands, which have not allowed a
Figure 7. Average lane position during left curves (left), on a straight road (middle) and during right curves (right). The means and standard deviations for subjects who passed and failed the driving task are depicted as crosses (green) and circles (red), respectively. HC: control group, HR: HVFD patients with a right-sided visual field defect, HL: HVFD patients with a left-sided defect.

discrimination between patients who compensate and those who are unable to do so (Schulte, Strasburger, Müller-Oehring, Kasten, & Sabel, 1999). Our findings are not consistent with Schulte et al. (Schulte et al., 1999) who found no driving-related disabilities in six patients with HVFDs. However, the simulator task was a simplification of a real-world driving situation with a restricted field of view (16 x 21) and few unexpected events. In a collision avoidance experiment, (Papageorgiou, Hardiess, Ackermann, et al., 2012) reported higher avoidance rates for HVFD patients (up to 77%). However, that simulation was not realistic enough. Hence, a certain level of visual and cognitive load seems to be necessary, in order to force patients to use their compensatory gaze potential. On the other hand, some studies have reported very low success rates for HVFD patients (Szlyk et al., 1993; Lövsund, Hedin, & Törnros, 1991). Lövsund et al. (Lövsund et al., 1991) found that only three out of 26 patients with HVFDs were able to compensate during a detection task. However, the above study used static stimuli that were not part of the driving scene. Similarly, Szlyk et al. (Szlyk et al., 1993) reported that performance of patients with HVFDs was worse than or similar to an older control group. However, they included three patients with hemineglect, two months post-stroke and the test had a shorter duration (5 minutes).

Similar considerations apply for some on-road studies. Tant et al. (Tant, Brouwer, et al., 2002) and Kooijman et al. (Kooijman et al., 2004) report a pass rate of HVFD patients less than 15%. These studies, however, included patients whose driving was suspected to be unsafe (Tant, Brouwer, et al., 2002; Kooijman et al., 2004). On the other hand, Wood et al.

Figure 8. Time to line crossing (TLC) for the patient groups and the control subjects. The means and standard deviations for subjects who passed and failed the driving task are depicted as crosses (green) and circles (red), respectively. HC: control group, HR: HVFD patients with a right-sided visual field defect, HL: HVFD patients with a left-sided defect.

Figure 9. Speed driven during the first seven kilometers. The line indicates the average speed in the group, the boundaries of the colored area show the minimum and maximum speed. HC: control group, Hp: HVFD patients who passed the driving test, Hf: HVFD patients who failed the driving test.
(Wood et al., 2009) recently reported a higher fit-to-drive rates of patients with homonymous hemianopia (HH, 73%) and homonymous quadrantanopia (QH, 88%). However, 44% of initially eligible patients did not participate in the study, and might have been problematic drivers. Other possible explanations for the lower pass rates in the present study compared to the Wood study (Wood et al., 2009), are the different design possibly the hazardous situations have been more demanding in the simulator, the use of different and subjective schemes for rating the safety of the drivers, and the possibility that patients have driven more carefully on-road.

In conclusion, the fact that some patients with HVFDs, who did not meet the legal requirements for driving, were judged as fit-to-drive in this simulator test, confirms previous hypotheses that visual-field related parameters per se are inadequate for assessment of driving fitness and more individualized approaches are required (Wood et al., 2009; Papageorgiou, Hardiess, Mallot, & Schiefer, 2012; Kasneci, Sippel, Aehling, et al., 2014). Similarly, the prediction of driving safety in patients with HVFDs by evaluating the causative brain lesion on clinical neuroimaging has not been successful (Vaphiades et al., 2014). While imaging studies do suggest that certain brain regions are linked with specific parameters of driving performance, this may not necessarily result in an unsafe driver (Vaphiades et al., 2014). Finally, in our scenario, there was no association between the HVFD side and the side of the hazardous event that caused a failure of the driving test. However, we did not explicitly perform a detection task and we included only nine safety critical situations in an attempt to achieve realistic driving conditions. Therefore, a direct comparison of detection rates with previous studies cannot be performed (Bowers et al., 2009; Papageorgiou, Hardiess, Mallot, & Schiefer, 2012).

**Gaze patterns (eye and head movements)**

In accordance with previous studies, our results confirm increased head movements and longer saccades in patients who were judged as fit-to-drive (Papageorgiou, Hardiess, Mallot, & Schiefer, 2012; Kasneci, Sippel, Aehling, et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2011; Kooijman et al., 2004). Compensation by increased saccadic amplitudes in patients with HVFDs has been reported by various authors in less advanced driving simulator settings (Papageorgiou, Hardiess, Ackermann, et al., 2012; Bahill, Adler, & Stark, 1975; Hardiess, Papageorgiou, Schiefer, & Mallot, 2010). Furthermore, in a previous simulated collision avoidance task (Papageorgiou, Hardiess, Ackermann, et al., 2012), the authors reported larger mean gaze eccentricity in the group of adequately compensating patients (who had few collisions) compared to the control group. However, in the latter study, we had only reported the average gaze (combined eye and head) position. Recently, Bowers et al. (Bowers et al., 2014) also quantified head scanning and found that HH drivers had impaired detection of blind side stationary pedestrians at simulated intersections, either due to not scanning or an insufficient scan magnitude. The same authors found that successful detection of a pedestrian moving on a collision course in the blind field was associated with a saccadic eye movement towards the target (Bowers et al., 2009). Pedestrians were presented at a relatively small eccentricity of 14°, which was likely to be within the range of a typical eye saccade (rarely greater than 15° in normal individuals) (Bahill et al., 1975; Bronstad, Bowers, Albu, Goldstein, & Peli, 2011). Similarly, in another simulator study, more frequent compensatory saccades to the VFD side, but no head movements were found for one patient who had no collisions (Hamel et al., 2011). However, the horizontal field of view was much smaller (58° versus 360° in the present study), therefore, the contribution of head movements to gaze compensation might have been underestimated. Possibly for the same reason (i.e., the smaller stimulus area) Zangemeister et al. (Zangemeister, Meienberg, Stark, & Hoyt, 1982) have reported smaller head movement proportions in combined head-eye saccades, and suggested that head movement programming is more time-consuming for HVFD patients. However, other studies investigating visual search behavior of patients with HVFDs in everyday tasks have confirmed the use of compensatory eye and head movements (Kasneci, Sippel, Heister, et al., 2014). An extreme example of the efficient exploration strategies following a long-standing brain lesion is congenital occipital hemianopia. The condition is usually discovered as an incidental finding during a routine perimetric examination or a routine physical examination of a healthy young adult. Those patients with very long-standing occipital hemianopia usually employ one large saccade that overshoots the target. This way they hold their direction of gaze so that the seeing hemifields overlap the target and they use their half visual field to scan and inspect both right and left sides of space (Hoyt, 1985). Interestingly, the majority of patients who failed the driving test had left-sided visual field defects and showed a rightward deviation of eye position. Recent evidence suggests that under demanding visual search conditions, inappropriate right-directed saccades are performed not only by neglect patients, but also by right brain-damaged patients without neglect on paper-and-pencil tests (Bourgeois et al., 2015). Although the patients who participated in our study had no neglect according to the standardized paper-and-pencil tests, attentionally demanding tasks may have triggered more subtle visuospatial bias. The rightward gaze bias may also be linked to the more rightward lane position discussed below. However, the visual field defects in the present study are quite...
heterogeneous and the patient sample relatively small, hence no clear conclusion can be drawn.

In accordance with this study, video recordings from our recent on-road test revealed that patients with HVFDs who passed the driving test performed more head and shoulder movements towards their blind side (Kasneci, Sippel, Aehling, et al., 2014). Identical results of an earlier study also provided a direct association between efficient exploration (eye and head) movements and an adequate behavioral response, namely the successful outcome of an on-road driving test (Kasneci, Sippel, Aehling, et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2011). The present study provides additional evidence based on the accuracy and standardization that can be achieved in a simulator.

In accordance with previous literature, our findings indicate that patients with homonymous visual field defects perform more and shorter fixations than control subjects (Coeckelbergh, Cornelissen, Brouwer, & Kooijman, 2002). This effect seems to be even stronger in the group of patients who failed the driving test. It seems that fixation duration in unsafe HVFD drivers is not long enough, in order to allow acquisition of the relevant visual information. Increasing the number of fixations is an inadequate compensation strategy for the present task, either due to their shorter duration (see above), or due to a problematic selection of targets, i.e. collision-relevant stimuli.

It is noteworthy that no correlation was found between the mean time since brain lesion and driving fitness. While one patient successfully employed compensatory strategies after only half a year, other patients did not succeed even after 10 years’ time. It was unlikely that any significant effect would be revealed, because our patient group was homogeneous and the time span after lesion onset was at least six months. Studies suggest that six months post-injury is the time span, after which spontaneous recovery of visual field is unusual in vascular lesions and patients have adapted a compensatory eye movement strategy (Pambakian, Mannan, Hodgson, & Kennard, 2004; Zhang, Kedar, Lynn, Newman, & Biousse, 2006).

Driving performance measures

Problems with steering stability and lane keeping in patients with hemianopia have been reported for simulator and on-road studies (Tant, Brouwer, et al., 2002; Szlyk et al., 1993; Kasneci, Sippel, Aehling, et al., 2014; Kooijman et al., 2004). A previous study (Wood et al., 2011) showed that safe hemianopic drivers maintained a central lane position, and we also found that HVFD drivers who failed the driving test (with left- and right-sided HVFDs) maintained a lane position towards the right side of the road. This deviation was observed on all road segment types, and was more obvious during curves. One explanation is that drivers try to increase their safety margin towards the oncoming traffic; however, for patients who cannot compensate, this behavior leads to an unacceptable rightward lateral deviation and test failure. Bowers et al. (Bowers et al., 2010) found that all drivers with HVFDs adopted a lane position toward their seeing field, but their study did not determine whether lane positioning characteristics vary between safe and unsafe hemianopic drivers (Bowers et al., 2010).

Our findings are consistent with the on-road study of Kooijman et al. (Kooijman et al., 2004), who observed unacceptable lateral deviations in eight out of 28 subjects with HVFDs and did not find a relationship between the side of the lateral deviation and the side of the HH. Similar on-road results were also reported by Tant et al. (Tant, Brouwer, et al., 2002), who observed that only patients with right HH drove too close to the right side of the road. Thus, the oncoming traffic seems to be a source of feedback and correction for the deviant lateral position (Tant, Brouwer, et al., 2002).

Speed management skills have been reported to be problematic in patients with HVFDs, as safe drivers drove at higher speeds in the Wood et al. study (Wood et al., 2011). Other authors have reported that patients with HVFDs dramatically reduce speed in an attempt to compensate, which may result in the subjects vehicle being an unacceptable obstacle for other traffic participants (Tant, Brouwer, et al., 2002). No difficulties were found in our study population in accordance with previous simulator experiments (Szlyk et al., 1993; Schulte et al., 1999) and a recent on-road study (Kasneci, Sippel, Aehling, et al., 2014). Variable findings regarding speed could be attributed to our small sample size or different task design, i.e. speed limits, road segment types and subjectivity of observers assessments.

Study limitations

Despite the considerable total number of 14 participants in this study, our findings should be interpreted in the light of some limitations. The number of subjects in the subgroups was relatively small to derive significant differences between them. Furthermore, we included patients with both hemianopia and quadrantanopia. Although we designed and scored the driving test as close to real-world conditions as possible, the validity of the measures generated in the simulator still has to be established. Furthermore, subjects were aware that they were performing a driving test, which may have influenced their typical driving behavior and alertness. However, the simulator provided us a unique possibility of standardizing the traffic scenario, and therefore, establishing the same driving conditions for all participants. Further limitations arise due to the employed eye-tracking device. The tracking accuracy was approximately 5° at a sampling rate of 25 Hz. For the detailed analysis of further eye movement parameters, mobile eye trackers at higher sam-
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pling rates would have to be employed.

Conclusion

Our study supports the hypothesis that a considerable subgroup of subjects with HVFDs shows a safe driving behavior due to increased head and eye movements scanning. To our knowledge, this is the first study to quantitatively assess both eye and head movements in an advanced moving-base driving simulator with unexpected appearance of traffic hazards. Furthermore, individual performance differences in terms of driving fitness could be related to visual exploratory behavior. Our study showed an effect of visual field defects on the horizontal gaze distribution and lane position and a correlation to the outcome of a driving test. These results indicate the need for individualized driving assessments for patients with HVFDs, since patients who are able to compensate might be eligible for a restricted driving license. In addition, the present findings will assist in the development of training interventions and diagnostic tools for the clinical setting. Novel examination methods should assess the compensatory eye and head movements, in order to enable the clinicians to accurately identify patients eligible for on-road assessments.
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